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Abstract: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) in wave mode is a powerful tool for monitoring sea
states in terms of long-period ocean swells of a specific wave directional partition. Since 2016, SARs
aboard Sentinel-1A/B operating in wave mode have provided ocean swell spectra dataset as Level-2
Ocean products on a continuous and global basis over open oceans. Furthermore, Level-3 swell
products are processed by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Services (CMEMS) taking
the benefit of the unique “fireworks” analysis. In this paper, swell wave heights from Sentinel-1A/B
wave mode during the period from June 2016 to June 2020 are evaluated. The reference data
include the collocated in situ measurements from directional wave buoys and WaveWatch III (WW3)
hindcasts. Assessment results show systematic overestimation of approximately 0.2 m in terms of
the partitioned swell heights for Sentinel-1A/B Level-2 products compared to the directional buoy
observations in eastern Pacific and the western Atlantic. Based on the reliable SAR-WW3 collocations
after quality-controls, empirical corrections have been proposed for Sentinel-1 Level-2 swell heights.
Independent comparisons against WW3 hindcasts and buoy observations demonstrate the validity of
our postprocessing correction for both Level-2 and Level-3 swell heights by eliminating the biases
and reducing the root mean square errors. The consistency between CMEMS Level-3 swells and buoy
in situ is also examined and discussed by case studies.

Keywords: swell; synthetic aperture radar; wave mode; validation; buoy; WaveWatch III; wave partition

1. Introduction

Swells are long-period ocean waves, which are generated by remote storms and are
weakly affected by the local wind. It is estimated that most of the waves across the World
Ocean are these long-period ocean swell waves [1]. These strongly swell-dominated areas,
known as a swell pool [2,3], act as a response and/or impact factor for climate change [4,5].
Since the 1990s, the spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), especially thanks to the
so-called WaVe mode (WV), adopted by European Space Agency (ESA) C-band SARs on
ERS-1/2 [6], Envisat [7], and the Chinese SAR satellite Gaofen-3 [8,9] and now the European
Sentinel-1 constellation, allows for directional ocean swell spectra measurements in the
longer wavelength regime, providing a unique describing of the complex sea states at a
global scale.

Sentinel-1 is the ESA Copernicus constellation of SAR satellites globally providing
WV acquisitions in the open ocean. Sentinel-1A, carrying the C-band (a center frequency of
5.405 GHz) SAR, was first launched into orbit on 3 April 2014, and was then followed by the
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identical satellite Sentinel-1B launched on 25 April 2016. As part of the ESA’s Copernicus
catalog, Sentinel-1 data acquired over the ocean are systematically processed into Level-2
OCeaN (OCN) products. In particular, these Level-2 OCN WV products contain directional
ocean wave spectra retrievals in the so-called Ocean Swell Wave (OSW) component. It is
worth noting that the north Atlantic basin is not well covered by WV acquisitions. Indeed,
Sentinel-1 has four different exclusive modes and acquire specific data in wide swath
modes over European waters for other Copernicus applications. In addition, SAR-retrieved
swells spectra from WV still suffer from limitations for a seamless use by the ocean wave
community (e.g., [10,11]). First, bad or suspicious results exist owing to the complexity of
the retrieval (e.g., the nonlinear SAR-ocean wave imaging mechanism or contamination
of SAR images by non-wave phenomena). Then, the along-track Level-2 SAR ocean wave
observations are still inadequate to depict the globally propagating swell across the oceans
with a homogeneous and regular sampling in both time and space.

Recently, the ocean swell propagation technique, pioneered by Snodgrass et al. [12]
and Munk et al. [13], used to locate the storm sources responsible for swell observations
at buoy stations, has been revisited with remote sensing data. This technique has been
employed to propagate the observed Envisat ASAR swells across the ocean basin, which
is referred to as “fireworks” from their visual view when represented on a world map or
regional view [14–16], and then used to study the swell dissipation across oceans [17,18],
to characterize the time and space structures of swells [19]. The “fireworks” technique
also opened up perspectives for producing a higher level of SAR-derived swells. This
has led to a new Level-3 wave product proposed in the framework of Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Services (CMEMS) [20].

SAR ocean wave acquisitions have proven to benefit the numerical wave model com-
munity to propose new modeling developments [17,21] or for assimilation in operational
systems, e.g., [22]. In this context, the detailed statistical knowledge of quality assessments
on the Sentinel-1A/B (S-1A/B) SAR swell height products (both Level-2 OCN and CMEMS
Level-3 “fireworks”) are of vital importance for these research and applications. Some
efforts have been devoted for the evaluation of the Sentinel-1A/B Level-2 OCN wave
products (e.g., [23–26]) or CMEMS Level-3 [27], but few focus on jointly evaluating and
analyzing Level-2 and Level-3 swells. The present work aims to validate Sentinel-1A/B
wave mode swell wave height provided in ESA Level-2 OCN and CMEMS Level-3 products
against wave numerical hindcasts and buoy observations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Following the Introduction, in
Section 2, Sentinel-1A/B level-2 products and the CMEMS Level-3 swell products are
described. The reference data and results of the assessment of Sentinel-1A/B Level-2 SAR-
derived swell heights are given in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we present
the correction model of Sentinel-1A/B Level-2 swell heights. In Section 6, we discuss the
performance of CMEMS Level-3 swell height products, followed by two typical cases in
Section 7. The findings of this study are summarized in Section 8.

2. Sentinel-1 Wave Mode Swell Products

This study utilized Sentinel-1A/B wave mode data covering four years between June
2016 and June 2020. The processing of Sentinel-1A/B wave mode data from Level-1 to
Level-2 and Level-3 are briefly shown in Figure 1 and will be detailed below.

2.1. Sentinel-1 Wave Mode Level-2 Data

Sentinel-1A/B WV operates in the so-called “leap frog” acquisition mode, in which
a SAR image (or imagette) is acquired every 100 km at two alternating incidence angles
(approximately 23.5◦ and 36.5◦, called WV1 and WV2, respectively). Images acquired at
the same incidence are 200 km apart. Each SAR WV image is about 20 × 20 km with a 5 m
spatial resolution and is acquired in VV polarization (default). Figure 2 (left) illustrates a
typical example of a Sentinel-1 WV imagette, presenting a clear wavy pattern acquired at
23.18◦ S/91.03◦ W, on 11:39:54 Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), 11 September 2016.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the processing of Sentinel-1A/B wave mode products from L1 to L3.

Figure 2. (a) Sentinel-1A wave mode roughness image acquired on 11:39:54 UTC 11 September 2016
at 23.18◦ S/91.03◦ W, and (b) corresponding Level-2 ocean swell spectrum.

The OSW component of the Level-2 OCN product is estimated from the Level-1
single look complex (SLC) SAR imagette using ESA Level-2 spectral inversion unit. Based
on the quasi-linear approximation SAR-Ocean imaging mechanism, after estimating and
removing the non-linear contribution, the OSW inversion scheme employs the cross spectra
technique to remove the 180◦ directional ambiguity in the wave propagation direction,
and to avoid the use of a priori wave information from numerical wave model [28,29].
These swell spectra retrievals are with 10◦ resolution in directions and 30 exponentially
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spaced wavenumbers ranging from 30 to 800 m. An example of ESA’s Level-2 ocean wave
spectrum derived from the imagette represented in Figure 2 (right) could be found.

After the inversion, the two-dimentional ocean wave spectrum is partitioned into
different ocean wave systems up to five, followed by the computation of integral parame-
ters of swell significant wave height, the peak wave period, and peak direction for each
partition [30]. As shown in the Level-2 spectrum in Figure 2, two wave partitions are
delineated in different colored lines, and their characteristics in terms of significant swell
height, the peak wave period, and peak direction are presented in the corresponding colors.

Note that SAR-observed swells are here selected using the criterion of wavelength
>200 m and significant swell height >0.3 m to reject wind-sea partition and wave systems
with too low energy, respectively.

2.2. Copernicus/CMEMS Level-3 “Fireworks” Swell Products

Sentinel-1 Level-2 swell partitions are further analyzed to produce the higher-level
Level-3 data, gathering all the swell measurements originating from the same storm event,
using the so-called SAR “fireworks” analysis. To us, the two motivations for exploiting this
new product are: (i) to reject the anomalies contained in the Level-2 data; and (ii) to obtain
consistent swell fields and their evolution in space and time for each storm and possibly
analyze them. The main steps of “fireworks” processing are as follows [14,16,31].

(1) Retro-propagation
The Level-2 swells are retro-propagated along the great circles, neglecting wave-

current interactions in deep water, over the ocean every 3 h. Given the SAR measured swell
peak period T and propagating direction θ, neglecting wave-current interactions in deep
water, the retro-propagated swells are calculated along the great circle starting off with the
observed location in direction θ + π at the theoretical group velocity:

Cg = gT/(4π) , (1)

where g represents the acceleration of gravity.
(2) Refocusing and swell origin identification
The swell origins are identified by seeking the spatiotemporal convergence of the

retro-propagated trajectories.
As illustrated in Figure 3 (left), a storm event on 28 July 2016 12:00 UTC, generated

from the southeast Pacific (centered at 38.22◦ S, 144.09◦ W) depicted as a red disk, is defined
as spatio-temporal convergence of the swell trajectories (gray lines) retro-propagated from
the Sentinel-1A/B WV acquisitions (color points). Accordingly, from a map of blended
winds from Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la Mer (Ifremer) [32] (see
right panel of Figure 3), high wind speeds up to 50 knots could be found at that time for an
extra-tropical storm event (white plus for the center, and white dashed line for the region
identified from the Sentinel-1 refocused analysis).

In another example presented in Figure 4 (left), the retro-propagated swell observa-
tions converge in the Northwest Pacific near Japan (centered at 29.003◦ N, 147.307◦ E) on
29 August 2016. This refocusing area corresponds to the Typhoon Lionrock. In addition to
the blended winds map (right of Figure 4), Lionrock was also captured twice by Sentinel-1
SAR in extended wide swath mode on 27th 20:49 UTC and 29th 20:34 UTC in this region
(see their Figure 4 and Figure 6 in [33]).

These two cases will be further discussed in Section 7.
(3) Consistent swells association: Level-3 products
Finally, the “fireworks” analysis splits the S-1A/B Level-2 swells into two categories:

refocused data (converging swell partitions) and left-overs (those that failed to converge).
Furthermore, given the origin of swells, the swell evolutions (peak wavelength, direction,
and swell height for each propagation time/position up to 10 days) are predicted apart
from the origin until the coast, according to the linear wave propagation theory and swell
dissipation law [14,17].
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Figure 3. (a) Illustration of “fireworks” analysis for the case of extra-tropical storm (28 July 2016 12:00
UTC, centered at 38.22◦ S/144.09◦ W) generated swell event. Trajectories (gray lines) of Sentinel-1
swell observations (colors indicating the acquired time) associated to the storm (white plus and red
disk represent storm center and coverage). The colored solid lines represent the swell predicting
location at different arrival times from the swell source. (b) Ifremer blended winds on 28 July 2016
12:00 UTC. The center and size of swell generation area for this event inferred from the “fireworks”
are represented by a white plus and dash line.

Figure 4. As in Figure 3, but for the case of a swell event originated from Typhoon Lionrock on
29 August 2016 00:00 UTC, centered at 29.0◦ S/147.31◦ E. (a) Illustration of “fireworks” analysis.
(b) Ifremer blended winds.

Figure 5a,b shows the locations S-1A/B Level-2 swells generated by the extra-tropical
storm (28 July 2016, see Figure 3) and other storms, respectively. Note that this S-1A/B
distribution map in the Pacific (Figure 5b) is in line with a previous study regarding ocean
swell distribution [3]. In contrast, the locations of leftovers, i.e., S-1A/B Level-2 swells that
failed to converge over the period from 29 July to 11 August 2016 are shown in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. Distribution of Sentinel-1A/B wave mode acquisitions over the period from 29 July 29 to
11 August 2016. (a) Data associated to the swell event illustrated in Figure 3. (b) Data associated to
other swell events. (c) Data failed to converge to any sources.

3. Reference Data
3.1. Buoy Measurements

A total of 24 deep-water buoys providing the directional ocean wave data are selected
as ground truth in this study. As shown in Figure 6, the buoys are deployed off the east and
west coasts of the America continent (especially concentrated off the California coast, see
the zoomed map), and around the Hawaii islands. The directional ocean wave buoys used
here are from two mooring networks of the National Data Buoy Centre (NDBC) [34] and the
Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) [35], containing buoys of 3 m heave-pitch-roll
and Datawell Directional Waverider, respectively.

A 3-h running averaging is applied to minimize the fluctuation in the hourly “first five”
wave moments measured by the buoy. These five moments include the non-directional
energy frequency spectrum E( f ), and other four directional distribution moments. In order
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to reconstruct the full two directional spectrum S( f , θ) = E( f )× D( f , θ), the directional
distributions D( f , θ) is estimated using the maximum entropy method [36]:

D( f , θ) =
1

2π
(1− ϕ1c∗1 − ϕ2c∗2)/

∣∣∣1− ϕ1e−iθ − ϕ2e−2iθ
∣∣∣2, (2)

where * denotes complex, c1,2 = a1,2 + ib1,2 and ϕ1 =
(
c1 − c2c∗1

)
/
(

1− |c1|2
)

,
ϕ2 = c2 − c1 ϕ1. Here, a1, b1, a2, b2, which are all functions of frequency f , are the four
Fourier coefficients reported by CDIP buoys. For the NDBC buoys, directional Fourier
moments of r1, α1, r2, α2 are provided instead, which could be converted as follows:

a1 = r1cosα1; b1 = r1sinα1,

a2 = r2cos2α2; b2 = r2sin2α2. (3)

Figure 6. Location of directional wave buoys from the NDBC and CDIP networks.

Figure 7 presents a typical reconstructed 2D spectrum recorded by the Stratus buoy
station (#32012) located in the open ocean off the coast of Chile on 12:00:00 11 September
2016. The watershed partitioning algorithm [37] is then applied to the buoy spectra in order
to separate the swell systems (defined by a peak wavelength larger than 200 m here). In
addition, the partition peak-to-boundary energy ratio Rpb, defined as peak energy divided
by the maximum energy along the boundary for the corresponding wave partition, is used
to do the quality check of the buoy swell partition [31]. Only buoy swells with Rpb > 1.0,
indicating a predominant swell system through a well isolation partition scheme, remain
and are used for validation.

In this study, we collocated the Sentinel-1 wave mode Level-2 acquisitions with the
reference data from buoy by limiting the distance within 100 km and time separation to
less than 30 min. These limits were chosen because the Sentinel-1 wave mode acquisitions
were 200 km apart in space along orbit at the same incidence, and the buoy records used
here are hourly.
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Figure 7. Buoy ocean wave spectrum from NDBC station 32012 (19.63◦ S/84.95◦ W) on 12:00:00 UTC
11 September 2016.

3.2. WaveWatch III (WW3) Hindcasts

In this study, we also used WW3 hindcasts complementing the buoy in situ. This
numerical wave model, from the database of Integrated Ocean Waves for Geophysical
and other Applications (IOWAGA) project of Ifremer, was performed with the updated
parameterization forced by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) winds [38,39]. The spatial and temporal sampling of the WW3 hindcast is 0.5◦

and 3 h, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 8, the 2D WW3 spectrum has 24 directions
and 31 exponentially distributed frequencies from 0.037 Hz to 0.7 Hz. The hindcast output
also contains up to six wave partitions, including one wind-sea (if it exists) and five swells.

Figure 8. WW3 hindcast ocean wave spectrum on 11 September 2016 at 11:30 (UTC) at 23.0◦ S/91.0◦ W.
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A comparison of the partitioned swell heights from the Ifremer WW3 hindcast against
those of the buoy observations was carried out. As shown in Figure 9, the accuracy of WW3
hindcast partitioned swell heights is 0.31 m in terms of RMSE along with negligible bias
against in situ measurements from directional buoys. It should be emphasized here that
this intercomparison was performed only in the specific region (see the map of Figure 6)
where directional buoy data are publicly available, and for other areas, for instance in the
Mediterranean, the WW3 model has a tendency to underestimate the total significant wave
height under severe conditions [40].

Figure 9. Intercomparisons of the partitioned swell heights for WW3 hindcast versus buoys.

4. Quality Assessment of Sentinel-1 Level-2 Data
4.1. Match-Up Datasets

In order to maximize the collocated samples for validating, Sentinel-1 wave mode
acquisitions were collocated with the WW3 hindcasts from the closest space-time grid,
i.e., within the window of 0.25◦ and 1.5 h.

In addition, the matchups of SAR-buoy/WW3 at the partitioned swell level were
made from their spatio-temporal collocations. This means that the corresponding swell
partitions from the SAR spectra records should be further associated with partitioned swell
from the reference. In this study, WW3/buoy partitions are cross-assigned to SAR wave
partitions by finding the nearest in the spectral domain. Here, we adopt the definition of
spectral distance Dspec between partitions from SAR and reference [31]:

Dspec = 1/q(|D1 − D2|mod360 + r|T1 − T2|/(T1 + T2)), (4)

where Di and Ti refer to the peak propagation direction and peak period of each swell
system, respectively. The value of r = 250 was chosen so that 20◦ directional errors are
equivalent to 8% errors in wave period, which are approximately the expected accuracies
of SAR swell measurements. Then, q = 30 was selected to ensure a 30◦ error in direction
and 12% in period to give a spectral distance equal to one.

Furthermore, the co-located swell partitions are filtered by the following quality controls.
(1) L2QC.
There is a quality flag for each swell partition in S-1A/B Level-2 products. This QC

flag, annotated to be “good”,” medium”,” low”, or “poor”, is based on the criteria in
terms of the wind speed, imagette normalized variance, partition contrast, and intensity
of spectra normalized variance, offering the confidence of accuracy for the corresponding
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SAR retrieval (see [41] for details). Hence, by applying L2QC, only the most reliable data
flagged as “good” remain. It is worth noting that L2QC was only introduced in June 2019
(Sentinel-1 processor version of 3.31). Thus, it is only possible to apply L2QC for the data
after June 2019.

(2) L3QC.
According to our previous validation [27], the sub-dataset of Sentinel-1 SAR-derived

swells that are refocused through “fireworks” processing has proven to be of better quality
than the leftovers due to space-time consistency. That means the L3 Sentinel-1 wave mode
processing could be regarded as another quality-control (L3QC) procedure that can filter
out spatiotemporally inconsistent SAR retrievals. Thus, only the consistent refocused data
in “fireworks” have remained using the L3QC in this study.

(3) WW3QC.
Additionally, to further exclude the suspicious Sentinel-1 Level-2 OCN spectra (re-

sulting from bad partition, e.g., a large cutoff effect), we introduced a third quality-control
using the corresponding 2D spectrum from WW3, which is called WW3QC hereinafter. The
procedure is as follows: First, the partition boundary of SAR Level-2 was converted into the
WW3 domain, and the swell height Hss1 was computed by integrating spectral values from
WW3 over this SAR-derived partition. Then, we compared Hss1 against Hss2, which were
directly obtained from co-located WW3 gridded partition. Note that both Hss1 and Hss2
are computed using WW3 modeled spectral values, while the former (latter) is integrated
inside the partition boundary from SAR (WW3). Finally, only the data pairs with a small
difference (i.e., |Hss1 − Hss2| < 0.3 m or |Hss1 − Hss2|/Hss2 < 30%) could be regarded as
consistency between SAR Level-2 and WW3 from the perspective of partitioning, and
thereby remained.

Considering the above quality-controls, three swell height match-ups of Sentinel-1
WV Level-2 data collocated against reference are used in this study, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Three swell height match-up datasets of Sentinel-1 WV L2 data collocated against reference.

Name Of Match-Up Reference Data Period QC Filtering Applied to
Sentinel-1 L2 Data Data Points Number

S1L2Buoy Buoy 2016.7–2020.6 L3QC + WW3QC 3093

S1L2WW3-1 WW3 2016.7–2019.6 L3QC + WW3QC WV1:468520
WV2:490664

S1L2WW3-2 WW3 2019.7–2020.6 L2QC + L3QC + WW3QC WV1:54583
WV2:39328

4.2. Validation Results of Level-2

The assessment of Sentinel-1 WV Level-2 swell heights (Hss) was carried out through
the intercomparison of SAR products and those from the reference data. The statistics
of bias, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (COR) used are ex-
pressed by

bias =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yi − xi), (5)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
j=1

(yi − xi)
2, (6)

COR =
∑N

i=1(xi − 〈xi〉)(yi − 〈yi〉)√
∑N

i=1(xi − 〈xi〉)2 ∑N
i=1(yi − 〈yi〉)2

, (7)

where xi and yi represent the swell wave heights from reference data and Sentinel-1 SAR,
and N is the sample size.
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Based on the co-located dataset S1L2Buoy, validation of swell significant wave height
against buoys shows a bias of 0.18 m and RMSE of 0.5 m for Sentinel-1A/B WV Level-2
products, with a scatter plot represented in Figure 10. The assessments against WW3
hindcast are presented as scatter plots in Figures 11 and 12, based on S1L2WW3-1 and
S1L2WW3-2, respectively. All intercomparisons reveal the systematic overestimation of
the Sentinel-1 Level-2 swell heights with respect to the reference. Furthermore, the black
solid lines presenting median values in Figures 11 and 12 indicate that the biases tend to be
sea-state dependent.

Figure 10. Intercomparisons of the partitioned swell heights for S-1A/B versus buoy, from match-ups
of S1L2Buoy, as defined in Table 1. Colors denote the number of data points within 0.1 m × 0.1 m
bins. The superposed solid lines provide the median y-axis value for each x-axis bin.

Figure 11. Intercomparisons of the partitioned swell heights for S-1A/B versus WW3 hindcasts,
from match-ups of S1L2WW3-1, as defined in Table 1. (a) The results with the S-1A/B data in WV1
(incidence angle of 23.5◦) and (b) WV2 (incidence angle of 36.5◦).
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Figure 12. As in Figure 11, but for match-ups of WW3-2. (a) The results with the S-1A/B data in WV1
and (b) WV2.

We also investigate the influence of the incidence angle of 23.5◦ (WV1) and 36.5◦

(WV2), on the validation results. The results are shown in the left and right columns in
Figures 11 and 12, presenting different bias tendencies against the reference (WW3).

5. Correction of Sentinel-1 Level-2 Hss

In order to correct the systematic errors of Sentinel-1 Level-2 swell heights, we pro-
posed a significant swell height correction given by

HssL2corr = a·HssL2 + b, (8)

where HssL2corr and HssL2 denote the SAR swell wave heights corrected in this paper and
official released by ESA, respectively, and a, b are coefficients depending on SAR-derived
wind speed U10 contained in Level-2 products (determined by a SAR-observed normalized
radar cross section using geophysical model function of CMOD5.n [42]):

a = a1·U10 + a2

b = b1·U10 + b2. (9)

Since the dataset of S1L2WW3-2 has enough samples (compared to the smaller
S1L2Buoy match-ups) and is more reliable than S1L2WW3-1 (L2QC were not applied), we
used S1L2WW3-2 to tune the coefficients when employing the Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) regression. The separate fittings were carried out for the two incidence angles mode
of WV1 and WV2. The coefficients of the empirical correction are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Correction coefficients.

Incidence Angle a1 a2 b1 b2

WV1 (23.5◦) 0.0009 1.0129 −0.0049 1.1150
WV2 (36.5◦) 0.0089 −0.3569 0.0082 −0.4173

The performance of the proposed correction was then evaluated using two indepen-
dent datasets of S1L2WW3-1 and S1L2Buoy. Figure 13 shows the verification results based
on independent WW3 hindcasts (S1L2WW3-1). Compared to Figure 11, the corrected SAR
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swell heights present negligible bias with 17% reduced RMSE (0.36 m corrected versus
0.43 m original for WV1 case).

Here we further introduce the metric called unbiased RMSE with the definition of
(e.g., [43]):

ubRMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
j=1

[(yi − 〈yi〉)− (xi − 〈xi〉)]2. (10)

In terms of ubRMSE, negligible discrepancy between original (0.3642 m for WV1) and
corrected data (0.3598 m for WV1) could be found. This indicates that the reduced bias and
the linear correction coefficients leads to the RMSE reduction.

Similarly, as shown in Figure 14, the assessment based on S1L2Buoy match-ups
also demonstrates the elimination of the systematic bias with the agreement between the
corrected SAR swell height and buoy in situ reference.

Figure 13. As in Figure 11, but after correction. (a) The results with the S-1A/B data in WV1 and (b) WV2.

Figure 14. As in Figure 10, but after correction.
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6. Assessment of Sentinel-1 Level-3 Hss Products

Here, we apply the concept of the “virtual wave observer” proposed by
Collard et al. [14] to compare the Level-3 swell products against in situ measurements. For
each in-situ buoy, a virtual wave observer is defined by the vicinity centered on the buoy
location with a radius of 100 km. All swell systems from the Sentinel-1 Level-3 “fireworks”
product intercepting this area are then considered as observed data by a “virtual buoy”
obtained with the satellite. Then, each propagated swell parameter measurement obtained
at the virtual buoy for a given time can be directly compared to the swell partition observed
from the real buoy station closest in time, resulting in a quality assessment of the Level-3
“fireworks” swell product.

Figure 15a shows the comparison results of Sentinel-1 Level-3 swell heights and buoy
measurements. Unsurprisingly, the positive bias (approximately 0.2 m) is still found in
Level-3 wave height products, which is mainly inherited from systematic overestimation
in Level-2 data. In the processing of “fireworks”, the Level-3 swell heights HssL3 were
estimated from Level-2 observations (HssL2), according to the swell energy evolution
model [14,17]:

HssL3(α) =
√

α0sinα0/(αsinα)e−µ(α−α0)/2HssL2(α0), (11)

where α0 and α represent the angular great circle distance from the storm source to SAR
observations (Level-2) and any propagated locations (Level-3), and µ is a constant of swell
dissipation rate. Note that this is valid only if the propagated location is in the far field
(more than 4000 km from the origin inferred from “fireworks” analysis).

From Equation (11), the Level-3 swell heights could be corrected using the Level-2
corrections HssL2corr (see Equation (8)):

HssL3_corr = HssL3 ∗ HssL2corr /HssL2. (12)

As shown in Figure 15b, the bias of the Sentinel-1 Level-3 swell height is efficiently
eliminated after applying the correction against the buoy observations.

Figure 15. Intercomparisons of the partitioned swell heights for S-1A/B Level-3 versus buoys.
(a) Original Level-3 SAR products from CMEMS, and (b) corrected using Equation (12).

7. Virtual Observer from Level-3 Swells: Case Studies
7.1. Swell Event Generated by Extra-Tropical Storm on 28 July 2016

As shown in Figure 3, the swell event originated by an extra-tropical storm on 28 July
2016 was successfully reconstructed by the Sentinel-1 Level-3 swells from space with quite
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a dense coverage of measurements across the Pacific Ocean. At Stratus buoy station, the
evolution of the integral swell parameters for this event from the 2nd to 7th of August is
presented in Figure 16 for the Level-3 swell (blue and red dots for observations of WV1
and WV2), buoy in situ (black dots), and WW3 modelling (yellow dots). As illustrated,
regarding the peak wavelength from Level-3 “fireworks” swells, the arrival of the longest
wavelength before the smallest is in line with the theory of linear swell propagation and
compares very well with the real buoy records or modelling (see Figure 16 middle). The
difference for the peak directions of the incident swells is always lower than 25◦ as shown
in Figure 16 bottom. The increasing trend of the significant wave height at first followed by
a decrease after a maximum of intensity (2.0 m approximately around August 2nd) is also
in line with theory and compares very well with the reference data both from in situ and
modelling from Figure 16 top.

Note that after the 6 August 2016, a new swell system being originated from another
storm starts to arrive at the Stratus buoy station. Again, the longest wavelength arrives
first, the significant wave height is small at first but increases with time. The incident wave
directions are different than in our case study, indicating that the location of the storm is
not the same.

Figure 16. Comparison of significant wave height (top), peak wavelength (middle), and peak
direction (bottom) from Level-3 CMEMS “fireworks” SAR products (red and blue dots representing
Sentinel-1 SAR data in WV1 and WV2, respectively), buoy measurements (black dots) and WW3
model (yellow dots) at the Stratus buoy station #32012 (19.63◦ S/84.95◦ W) during the swell event
generated by an extra-tropical storm on 28 July 2016.

7.2. Swell Event Generated by Typhoon Lionrock on 29 August 2016

From the CMEMS Level-3 products, the swells generated by the intense Typhoon
Lionrock travelled across the Pacific Ocean from southeast of Japan, and eventually reached
the coast off south America (Stratus buoy #32012), as illustrated in Figure 4. However, our
analysis of the integral swell parameters evolution from September 9th to 17th 2016 at the
Stratus station, presented in Figure 17 top, reveals no corresponding (propagating towards
southeast (100◦–125◦) originated from Lionrock-generated swell records from the real buoy,
while both WW3 modelling and SAR derived Level-3 product present a very weak wave
height signal. Despite this weak signature in the wave height, WW3 and Level-3 signals
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are very consistent in terms of peak wavelength and direction, shown in Figure 17 middle
and bottom, respectively. Specifically, from the two-dimensional ocean wave spectrum,
shown in Figure 7, observed from buoy #32012 on 12:00:00 UTC 11 September, one could
not discover the swell partition signal propagating towards southeast from the Typhoon
Lionrock, although three swells propagating towards northeast, and north can be seen.

In contrast, in the location closer to the swell origin, for instance the buoy #46059
(38.05◦ N/129.90◦ E) off California (about 7500 km away from the storm, half distance in
comparison to NDBC buoy #32012), swell parameters generated from this Typhoon event
show consistency from the triple comparison from September 4th to 9th, as presented in
Figure 18.

Figure 17. As in Figure 16, but for the case of a swell event originated from Typhoon Lionrock on
29 August 2016. The vertical black line corresponds to 12:00:00 UTC 11 September 2016 (the time of
buoy observation presented in Figure 7).

Possible explanations for the discrepancy observed at Stratus station location could
be the uncertainty in the swell dissipation law applied to SAR observations owing to the
too long propagation distance. The method used to build the Level-3 product assumes
propagation in the deep ocean without any swell-current interactions. For long propagation
potentially crossing the ocean surface current, wave-current interactions may impact the
swell energy [44]. In addition, in this particular case of fast-moving tropical cyclone, errors
in the location in time and/or space may also lead to uncertainty in the production of
Level-3 “fireworks” swell data. This will also impact more long-distant propagation.

Besides, the energy of swell would be very small after propagation across almost
the entire Pacific as provided from space and modelling, and these weak signals (if in-
deed detected by Stratus buoy) are likely to be merged and smeared in the buoy angular
distribution, therefore leading to difficulty in swell extraction by partitioning.
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Figure 18. As in Figure 16, but for the case of a swell event originated from Typhoon Lionrock on
29 August at the buoy #46059 (38.05◦ N/129.90◦ E).

8. Conclusions

In this study, the accuracy of the SAR-derived partitioned swell wave height products
from the Sentinel-1A/B satellites operating in wave mode has been assessed over the period
from June 2016 and June 2020 by comparison against moored buoys observations (deployed
in eastern Pacific and the western Atlantic) and WW3 modeling. A brief summary can be
given as follows:

(1) Regarding the Level-2 products of Sentinel-1A/B swell heights, the quality assess-
ments through SAR-WW3 and SAR-buoy intercomparisons reveal a systematic overestima-
tion of approximately 0.2 m in terms of the partitioned swell heights;

(2) An empirical correction model for Sentinel-1 Level-2 swell heights has been pro-
posed based on the reliable SAR-WW3 match-ups after quality-controls, with respect to the
two incidence angles mode of WV1 and WV2;

(3) The verification of the correction was carried out by comparing the corrected
Level-2 swell heights against independent WW3 hindcasts and buoy observations. In
addition, by applying the proposed Level-2 corrections, the errors in CMEMS Level-3 swell
heights are efficiently reduced;

(4) The consistency between CMEMS Level-3 swells and buoy in situ has been exam-
ined and discussed by case studies. Despite the overall good quality, the inter-comparison
also indicates uncertainties in the Level-3 product when propagating too long a distance
from the Sentinel-1 Level-2 observations.

In the validation practice, filtering out suspicious wave spectra derived from inhomo-
geneous SAR images contaminated by non-wave phenomena could be further taken into
consideration to improve the quality assessment. Recently, a convolutional neural network
has been employed to classify the Sentinel-1 wave mode imagery into different categories
according to the SAR roughness [45,46]. In the future, we plan to exploit these labeled SAR
images to refine our validation and correction results.
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